The spectacle of the poor. Or: “Wow!! Awesome. Nice to know that people care!”
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On the night of November 14th, 2012, a Police Officer of the New York Police Department encountered a homeless person while performing his duties around Times Square. He gave him a pair of boots and while doing so he was photographed by a tourist. The photo was posted on Facebook, receiving in a few days more than 1.6m visits. The paper unfolds the reasons why this particular image and story have gone, as the media has put it, "viral". The paper investigates the spaces that have emerged in the media elongation of DePrimo's practice of care and, introducing the notion of "spectacle of the poor", it argues that this specific case simplifies the dominant western framings around matter of 'caring for the poor'. The political and cultural consequences of these framings are investigated, and reflections on how to tackle them provided.
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Prologue

On the night of November 14th, 2012, a Police Officer of the New York Police Department (NYPD) encountered a homeless person while on duty around Times Square. The homeless person was sitting on the ground, barefoot. The Officer, moved by that vision, went and bought a pair of boots and gave them to him. Ms Jennifer Foster, a tourist from Arizona, witnessed the scene and took a photo of it with her mobile phone (Fig. 1). A few days later, on Tuesday, November the 20th, she sent the photo to the NYPD via email, “thinking of it as a sort of a compliment card” (NYT 2012a). The NYPD contacted her and asked permission to report the event on its official Facebook fan page, to which she agreed. The story was published on Wednesday the 27th of November and by that night (NYPD 2012a), according to the New York Times (NYT), “the post had been viewed 1.6 million times, and had
attracted nearly 275,000 ‘likes’ and more than 16,000 comments” (NYT, 2012). When I first read this story (reported in an Italian newspaper on the 3 December 2012) the numbers had increased further: the post had received 609,687 likes, more than 47,800 comments, and it had been “shared” (on other Facebook’s pages) by almost 220,000 people.

When the photo was originally posted on the web the identity of the Officer was still unknown but it eventually emerged. Following his identification, a new post was added by the NYPD (on the 30th of November, NYPD, 2012b). The post consisted of a photo portrait of Police Officer Larry DePrimo, aged 25, along with a quote from an interview he gave the day before when, speaking about the episode, he said: “I didn’t think anything of it”. Moreover, on the 2nd of December 2012, the NYT – soon followed by many other newspapers and online blogs – published another article on the story. The piece revealed the name of the homeless person (Mr Jeffrey Hillman) and another interesting detail: Mr Hillman was barefoot again, and “The $100 pair of boots that Officer DePrimo had bought for him at a Skechers store on Nov. 14 were nowhere to be seen” (NYT 2012b).

Besides Facebook, the story had also been reported and commented on in other social media such as Reddit and Twitter, where the tweet posted by Donald J. Trump is representative of the most:

“NYPD Officer Larry DePrimo has made the entire city proud with his generous act of kindness [link] NYC loves the NYPD”

Last but not least, newspapers published the photo of Officer DePrimo and Mr Hillman from Mexico City to Rome, from Sydney to Toronto. As many commentators had written at the time, the story went “viral”.ii
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Figure 1 'The first picture of DePrimo’s and Mr Hillman published on the NYPD’s Facebook fan-page', (NYPD 2012a)

Introduction

The aim of this paper is not to question what Officer DePrimo’s did, but to investigate the outburst of emotional response that the above photo provoked. Thousands of people all over the world reacted to that image, feeling it necessary to share their points of view on the case
thus creating the “viral” phenomenon. Why has this story caused such a widespread reaction? What are the consequences and significance that this exposure brings to the fore? Scholars have begun to investigate the nature of these massive responses especially in relation to videos posted on You Tube or other online media. The reasons why certain videos rather than others “go viral” (Southgate, Westoby, and Page 2010), as well as the effects that they have in particular domains such as that of public elections (Wallsten 2010), are under scrutiny. However, we know very little about why a case like DePrimo’s can stir up such a reaction, and even less about the significance of it. The photo does not portray a glamorous VIP, a funny character, or a unique moment in the history of humanity. Rather, it represents a tiny little gesture of care, which can be defined as the “proactive interest of one person in the wellbeing of another” – represented by the Officer stopping by the homeless person – and in the “articulation of that interest (or affective stance) in practical ways” – the former buying boots for the latter (Conradson 2003a: 508). “Care” is, in this sense, definitely at the centre of this viral story.

Scholars have researched “care” through many perspectives (Milligan et al. 2007; Conradson 2003b), paying particular attention to the ambiguity of practices that have effects not obvious at first sight (Mol 2008). The moral basis of care (Parr 2003; Smith 1998) as well as the spaces where care is enacted and performed (Conradson 2003a), have been questioned in the provision of services for homeless people (Johnsen, Cloke, and May 2005a; 2005b), people with mental health problems (Parr 2000), refugees (Darling 2011), and in their role in affecting voluntarisms (Fyfe and Milligan 2003), to cite just a few. The case presented in this paper, although building upon this literature, present however a different challenge. What is at stake in DePrimo’s story is neither the evaluation of a specific practice of care, nor the analysis of the context in which it took place. The practice – taken per-se – is almost immaterial, provisional, and fluid. The news that this case provides lies in the exposure of that practice to a broader and foreign public (in the sense of not being directly involved in the matter), and the emotional outburst that such exposure provoked. The thesis of this paper is that DePrimo’s practice of care has been translated - by means of a photo, a social network, media releases, and by the rationales underpinning people’s comments (all actants in the course of action, Latour 2005) - into something different, something that at the same time encompasses and embraces the original act of caring.
The role of media in shaping practices of care has been already acknowledged. As John Silk puts it: “mass media and electronic networks play a significant part in extending the range of care and caring beyond the traditional context of shared spatio-temporal locale and our 'nearest and dearest' to embrace 'distant others’” (Silk, 1988:179). Here the focus is on how people care 'for' other (beneficence) by means of mediated interaction, showing the many different ways someone can possibly care for someone else beyond mere 'face-to-face' interaction (see also Silk, 2000; 2004). At a first sight DePrimo's case could possibly be understood as a form of 'caring at distance'. However, and here lies the novelty of this study, people commenting on DePrimo's act are not strictly caring 'for', but they do more: they judge, they discuss, they share and in doing so they produce content that is neither strictly 'beneficial' for someone, nor its recipient could clearly be identified. In other words, the thousands of comments and hundred thousands of 'likes' examined in this paper are not means by which benevolence took place, but translators stretching the original space of care into a 2.0 network that spans “from the local to the global” (Milligan and Wiles 2010: 736). Therefore, if “things such as listening, feeding, changing clothes […] are implicated in the production of particular social spaces” (Conradson 2003b: 415), DePrimo’s story shows that these spaces can be elongated beyond “care” itself, consequentially bearing symbolic, political, and moral consequences that need to be thoughtfully taken into account.

The elongation of the original space of care - with its charged affective atmosphere (Anderson 2009), underlying rationale, and political interests - is all but neutral. It is, on the contrary, productive: of personal engagement/dis-engagement, of peculiar characterisations of care, and of the “poor”; and of new relations of power. Following the developments of DePrimo’s case, both in the media and on Facebook, one can trace the constitution of these productive forces and tell an interesting story about how 'care' and the 'poor' are canonically perceived and framed in the contemporary western world (Amin, 2012)

First, comments provide first-hand evidence in investigating the discursive rationale and moral ethos that move people in responding to a case such as DePrimo’s. In this sense they offer a way to unravel the underlying frameworks “operating at the level of the individual or wider society, and in public or private spheres” that shape how care is conceived (Milligan and Wiles 2010: 738). However, those same comments, once posted online and rendered public, affect the same frameworks from which they came - either challenging them, or reinforcing them further. The second point of interest in their analysis is, then, to show how they contribute to the constitution of the “wider social world” where the categorisation of the
“poor” into the above domains takes place (Parr 2000: 229). From the analysis of these comments and of related media releases I therefore identified three specific spaces – which are elongations of the original practice of care - that are shaped by and are contributing to particular understandings of “care” and the “poor”. The first space elongates care by capturing it, and it is represented by Ms Foster’s act of taking a photo and its NYPD’s on-line appropriation. The second elongates care by 'viralising' it, namely bringing DePrimo’s photo into a vortex of on-line sharing, liking and commenting. Lastly, the third space elongates care via revealing it through the insertion of elements missing from the original depiction of of the story. The main aim of the paper is, in the end, to question these spaces interrogating the political and cultural matters they bring to the fore.

The paper is organised as follow. Section two presents the methodology adopted in the analysis of the case, while also providing a first snapshot of its content. Section three shows the peculiar spaces that emerge as an elongation of the original act of care, analysing them in terms of their content and underlying logic. Then, section four comments upon these spaces reading them as the spectacle of the poor - a terminology that I use to show their criticality. The conclusion highlights the political issues raised by the analysed case, and offers suggestions for further reflection.

**Case study and methodology**

The analysis that follows is based on two main sources of data: the comments posted under the first photo published on the NYPD’s Facebook fan-page, and articles which appeared in various newspapers on the following days. According to the privacy setting chosen by each user, comments on Facebook can either be private or public. Since the latter applies by default, the vast majority of the comments posted under DePrimo’s photo are freely available to anyone (incidentally, this is one of the ways various businesses are able to analyse comments, capture the most used keywords, and post ad-hoc advertising alongside the “wall” of each Facebook’s user, Curran, Graham, and Temple 2011). In this paper I consider the comments published from the 27th November 2012 to the 10th of January 2013 - a period that comprises the rise, expansion, and decline of public attention to the story. One of the main challenges of dealing with on-line based material is related to downloading it in a form able to be managed and analysed. At first I decided to copy each one of the comments manually, from the web page to a text editor. However, this has been deemed impossible by the fact that Facebook loads comments on a 50 by 50 basis (one click: 50 comments), and by
the fact that the more text one loads in a page, the more the page becomes heavy and terribly slow. After several attempts, and several crashes of my system, I desisted. I thereby decided to use an established software, called “NextAnalytics”, which main scope is precisely that of downloading comments from various social networks in a spread sheet form ready to be analysed. The software managed to download 44,753 comments out of 48,284 (the difference consisting of private comments that have not been downloaded). The texts have thus been anonymised and exported, along with date of publications, in a Computer Assisted Qualitative Data Analysis Software (CAQDAS).

The first step in the analysis of the data consisted of the open-ended codification of selected comments - one every 100 - into emerging categories (Crang 2005), as well as in running specific queries aimed at capturing the most used words, or groups of words, in each comment. Following this, another round of selecting coding has been done on the comments containing the most frequent words to understand their association and retrieve their contextual usage. The outcomes of this first and broad analysis are reported in Table 1 and show the topics around which the conversation has been laid out. Relatively few comments address “homelessness” as a topic, or speak directly of the homeless person (only 4.08%; even fewer mention Mr Hillman by name, 0.02%). Rather, the vast majority of the comments are focused on showing support of DePrimo’s actions following specific discursive repertoires - “building blocks speakers use for constructing versions of actions, cognitive processes, and other phenomena” (Wetherell and Potter 1988: 172). These include relevant references to “God” and religion (22.14%); admiration for the “goodness” of the story and of the Officer’s action (12.76%); appraisals of DePrimo himself (referencing him either as “Officer”, 19.46%, or as “DePrimo”, 4.31%); and (mainly) positive characterisation of the NYPD (5.45%). The word cloud reported in Figure 2, showing the most used words and their relative associations, confirms the positive and supportive tone that emerges from the comments. However, if this first analysis is able to tell us where Facebook’s discussion was heading, it falls short in telling us something specific about its trend and specific content. Did the discussion change during the analysed period? If yes, how and why?
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Table 1 ‘Most common words or group of words’, Elaboration of the author on Facebook public data, 2012. *Note* The number of coding exceeds the total comments since a word may be present more than once in a
The search included stemmed words. A search with care has not been included since “care” is used in many different ways in the comments (from “caring person” to “no one cares”).
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Figure 2 'Word cloud with most common words and association of words', Elaboration of the author on Facebook public data, 2012. *Note* The size indicates the frequency of single words in the comments. Colours indicate the most common association of words (e.g. “God Bless”; “Good Officer”; “Awesome story”). The words “shoes” and “boots” are not presented in the cloud because they reach consistency only if their value is combined.

The second main step of analysis consisted in dividing the original dataset accordingly into three main periods, which represent the changes occurring in the progressive unfolding of the story. In the first period, from the 27th to the 29th of November, the name of the Officer was still unknown and 16,588 comments were posted. In the second period, 29th of November to 1st of December, the name was revealed and 25,915 interventions were produced. The third period, 2nd to 10th of December, begun with the NYT’s article reporting that Mr Hillman was no longer in possession of the boots and presents 1,910 comments.iii The datasets thus divided have been analysed according to the following steps. First, a query was run to identify the most common words or group of words used per period. The results have confirmed the repertoires presented in Figure 2. Second, comments were clustered around each one of these words using respective nodes (e.g. The node “DePrimo” containing all the comments including that word), and third, trends in their usage were calculated. The outcomes of this analysis are presented in Figure 3, showing patterns that can be summarised as follow:

- References to “God” or other religious terminologies, as well as the characterisation of DePrimo’s act as “good”, are consistent in the whole period but they decline in the third segment;
- Direct references to the “Officer” and to “DePrimo” indicate a sharp increase in the second period, coherent with the unfolding of the story, but they consistently decline in the third sector;
- References to “homeless” or “homelessness” have a sharp increase in the third period;
References to the words “shoes” and “boots” are consistent in the whole period, although their characterisations change (explained below);

Although the combination of the words “bless” and “Officer” remains stable in the whole period, the already scarce presence of the combination “bless” and “homeless” in period one and two (0.16% and 0.15%) amount to zero in the third sector.
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Figure 3 'Evolution of discussion topics in the three analysed periods', Elaboration of the author on Facebook public data, 2012. *Note* The percentages are referred to the total comments for each period, which varies. Comments on the 27-28 Nov were 16,588; 29 Nov - 01 Dec, 25,915; and 02-10 Dec, 1,910. Despite the different number of comments, calculating the percentage on the basis of each period grant an absolute value that can thus be compared. Es: “Officer” is mentioned 2,499 times during the 29 Nov - 01 Dec, which gives 22.64% (5,868/25,915*100); and 305 times in the period 02-10 Dec, which gives 15.97% (305/1,910*100). These two values give a sense of the weighted importance of the topic “Officer” in the two different periods.

The third and last step in the analysis of data has been devoted to capturing the intrinsic characterisation of the trends just outlined. This has been done through the analysis, based on each of the three periods, of the content of the nodes “God”, “Officer”, “DePrimo”, “homeless”, and “shoes/boots”. A consistent amount of comments contained in each of these groups has been codified looking for analytical themes, which have been grouped around thematic clusters (such as “Positivity of the story”; “Praising the Officer”; “Homeless as fraud”; etc.). The emerging themes have been confronted with the consulted literature on care and homelessness, building therefore the following specific theoretical understanding, around the elongated spaces of care.

**Elongated spaces of care**

The following spaces can be read as a specific spatio-temporal momentous of DePrimo’s viral story. They comprise different ‘subjects’ and ‘objects’ that, aligning in particular ways by means of how the story unfolded, came to characterise the investigated elongations of care (Thrift 1996). The first space represents the encounter between DePrimo, the homeless person, the tourist from Arizona, and the NYPD. The second represents the story in its media exposure. Here the encounter is between the picture, the NYPD and a plethora of Facebook
users (and newspapers readers) commenting on it (the analysis is based upon the comments from the 27th - 29th of Nov., and the ones from the 30th Nov-1st Dec., when DePrimo’s identity was revealed). The third space is characterised by the emergence of a relatively new figure in the story - that of Mr Hillman, who at this point has an identity and a story to tell (the analysed comments are that of the third segment, 2nd-10th of Dec.).

**First space: Capturing care**

The first elongation of DePrimo’s act of care took place in Ms Jennifer Foster’s hands, when she took her mobile phone and shot the picture reported in Figure 1. In doing so Ms Foster translated (Callon 1986) the Officer’s act from being a momentary practice of care, to its perpetual representation (Rose 2007). The account that Ms Foster gives of her gesture helps to understand the rationale behind it:

“Right when I was about to approach, one of your officers came up behind him. The officer said, ‘I have these size 12 boots for you, they are all-weather. Let’s put them on and take care of you.’ The officer squatted down on the ground and proceeded to put socks and the new boots on this man. The officer expected NOTHING in return and did not know I was watching. I have been in law enforcement for 17 years. I was never so impressed in my life. I did not get the officer’s name. It is important, I think, for all of us to remember the real reason we are in this line of work. The reminder this officer gave to our profession in his presentation of human kindness has not been lost on myself or any of the Arizona law enforcement officials with whom this story has been shared” (NYPD 2012a; capitalization in original)

The picture that Ms Foster took could have remained on her mobile phone, or being shared just among her friends. However, she decided to send it to the NYPD because she had been “in law enforcement for 17 years” and DePrimo’s gesture represented, to her, the moral values of why she and others law enforcers “are in this line of work”. Sending that picture to the NYPD was, therefore, a political statement: a statement about how law enforcement should operate, or at least about giving an example of a behaviour that Ms Foster deemed worthy of appraisal. The political charge of this space was further amplified by the NYPD’s decision to post that photo on its Facebook fan-page. It is important to highlight that these two translations - one from Ms Foster’s photography, the other from the NYPD appropriating that representation - are charged with power: they have a rationale, and an unconscious
emotional background (Thrift 2004), whose relevance becomes evident looking at the spaces that subsequently emerged.

**Second space: 'Viralising' care**

The second elongated space concerns the exposure of DePrimo’s act to a broader audience. As said, Facebook’s users turned the photo and the story into a viral phenomenon in a matter of hours. A close reading of the comments posted in the first phase shows their discursive characterisation under a set of defined repertoires, which I have reported in Table 2. Religious themes, the goodness of the Officer and of the story, as well as a good wealth of “emulative” stances, are the positive viewpoints characterising this space.
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Table 2 ‘Most common comments in the second space’, Elaboration of the author on Facebook public data, 2012. 

*Note* The second space includes comments from two periods, 27-28 Nov and 29 Nov - 01 Dec. Grammar mistakes in comments have not been edited to preserve their original form.

These comments rely on two frameworks - about understanding “care” and the “poor” - that, if brought to the fore, can shine a light both on why the story went viral and on its meanings. The first of these frames is related to what people think of the couplet “police officer - homeless man” and, more generally, of the view they have of the NYPD. Geographers have investigated for a while the role played by Police, public policies, and the law in “harassing”, “annihilating” and “punishing” homeless people (Mitchell 1997; Smith 1998). Besides the limitations of this literature - which mainly sees “the homeless” as an homogeneous group (DeVerteuil, May, and von Mahs 2009) and is unable to recognise the more supportive spaces that populate the homeless city (Cloke, May, and Johnsen 2010; DeVerteuil 2006) - it is ineluctable that, especially in the US, law enforcement has drastically limited street dwellers’ “right to the city” (Mitchell and Heynen 2009). DePrimo’s story stands, in a sense, as an exception. The photo portrays a gesture of care that seems surprisingly “good” precisely because the underlying assumption framing the couplet “police officer - homeless man” is a negative one. The following comments vividly highlight this tension (emphasis added):

“Why is this such a big deal... Why are there no pictures of other volunteers that serve the homeless everyday. Where is there notoriety and recognition. This is ridiculous, *if he was not in a police uniform this would have absolutely no coverage*”

“Despite of NYPD Stupidity, this is something very rare to see. *Very little officers even act kind hearted and very few will even give Boots to a homeless man like him*”
“Giving shoes to a homeless person? I’ve done this. It’s not a big deal. It’s not a newsworthy story. It’s common decency. Why, then, is such a big deal being made about this? Would people be this excited if the shoes came from a student? How about a nurse or a teacher? Fireman? Business person? Et cetera? I doubt it. It’s because it’s a cop and police have a well-earned reputation as being less kind than, not more kind than, people who aren't cops”

In a way, DePrimo’s act is perceived as increasing homeless people’s spaces of survival - the same spaces that the dominant narrative expects DePrimo to seize and control (another comment reads: “And tomorrow the officer goes back to enforcing the system that keeps this man homeless”). The novelty is then related to a momentarily de-framing of the dominant frame (Lancione 2013a) - but it is precisely the presence of the dominant frame that allows for the positive emotional outburst specifying the story’s exposure.

The second framing is even more revealing in this sense. This is directly related to the high number of comments referring to “God” and religious themes, and involves unconscious (but sometimes also explicit - see Table 1) references to the Parable of the “Good Samaritan”, found in Luke’s Gospel. This is one of the most well-known and powerful tales illustrating how a Christian is supposed to “love” other human beings. The Good Samaritan is a tale, in this sense, around the two basic tenets of Catholic social interventionism: 'agape' and 'caritas', where the former typifies a form of 'unconditional' love for the other that fuels love-oriented acts of generosity (Cloke, Johnsen and May, 2010; for a critique, Lancione, 2014). However, the Parable not only lies at the heart of catholic social interventionism, but it has become synonymous with someone who helps someone else perceived as less advantaged, exemplifying an act of mercy that people of different cultural and religious backgrounds consider admirable. In the parable a Samaritan – who represents the archetypical “stranger”, the “foreigner” – offers his help to a man, who has been beaten and dispossessed, and lying in the street (see Luke 10:30-37 for the full text). The message carried by this tale is that we should love our neighbour - where the former implies not only an emotional attitude but also some concrete practices of care: “he went to him and bandaged his wounds”; “he put the man on his own donkey”; “he took out two denarii and gave them to the innkeeper”; etc. DePrimo’s case shares many aspects with this Parable, even with its pictorial representation (Figure 4): the dispossessed man (Mr Hillman) is given material support (the boots) by a foreigner (DePrimo), who does not ask anything in return. However, there is more than simple comparability. In the Parable the relation between the
Samaritan and the robbed man follows a one-way route: it is the Samaritan who loves the robbed man; it is him who cares, and it is he who defines the tempo of the encounter. At no point in the Parable is the robbed man given voice. We do not know – since Jesus is silent on these points – if he has appreciated what the Samaritan did; what he thinks about the whole affair; and we can only assume his emotional response. Similarly, in DePrimo’s case the homeless person is neither given name, nor fully voiced. We hear him talking only through two reported speeches by the Officer. In the first we hear the homeless person saying: “I never had a pair of shoes in my life” and in the second, while asked by DePrimo if he would also like a coffee, we hear: “No Officer, you’ve done enough, I love the Police, God bless you” (NYP 2012). We don’t know what he thinks of the boots, what use he is going to make of them, and we cannot know much about the emotional encounter between the two. Why had he not a pair of shoes in his life? Why did he not want to have a hot coffee during a cold night? We cannot have an answer to those questions because they have never been asked. In this sense, the two stories typify a paradigmatic understanding of care dominant in the west: one based on relations of verticality where one actor is dependent on the other, and where the tenets of that dependency are never discussed (Fine and Glendinning 2005; Green and Lawson 2011; for a different and more dialogical approach see Lawson and Elwood, 2014).

Since no proper account of the robbed/homeless man is given, the idea that we get of the encounter is not derived from the encounter itself, but from its partial representation. Still, we perceive it as “just”, “good”, “awesome”, etc., precisely because the two underlying frameworks just outlined shape our understanding. These are reinforced by the fact that DePrimo’s photo has been posted in a place where only exemplary acts are portrayed. He became therefore good almost by definition, as much as the Samaritan is (“The Good Samaritan”). The Officer has also been honoured by the NYPD with “a special set of cuff links” (Newsday 2012). The narrative surrounding DePrimo’s photo is then so strong and so engrained in it own domains to become almost inescapable: no comment indeed criticises what DePrimo did. This provides also the basis for its accessibility. The story has become so popular because it is easy to follow and does not require much engagement from the listener: we are not asked to question, to evaluate, or to listen to the stranger but simply to follow the example of the Samaritan (the numerous “emulative” comments are a clear testimonial of this – see Table 2). Both framings, that of the non-punitive policeman and that of the Good Samaritan, tell the same captivating story: one that does not require us to meaningfully
encounter the “poor” (Valentine 2008), but only to “care” for them in ways canonically thought to be right (Mol 2008).
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Figure 4 'Parable of the Good Samaritan' (detail), Jan Wijnants, 1670, Wikimedia Commons (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Jan_Wijnants_-_Parable_of_the_Good_Samaritan.jpg). Note: Compare Wijnants’ representation of the Good Samaritan with DePrimo’s picture reported in Figure 1. The two Samaritans bend toward a man providing material help, typifying a specific take on the “care for the poor”.

**Third space: Revealing care**

On the 2nd of December the NYT published an article titled “Homeless Man Is Grateful for Officer’s Gift of Boots. But He Again Is Barefoot” (NYT 2012b). The article reported that Mr Hillman was grateful for what DePrimo did, and that he also appreciated “everyone that got onto this thing. […] It meant a lot to me”. However, the article highlighted also the fact that at the time of the interview Mr Hillman was once again barefoot. Moreover, other interventions on the web started to question his condition as “homeless”. In particular an article in the New York Daily News (NYDN) read:

“The barefoot homeless man who received new shoes from a kind-hearted NYPD cop isn’t actually homeless — and has a sad history of refusing help from loved ones and the government” (NYDN 2012).

Confronted, for the first time at close distance, with “the barefoot homeless” that may not have even been “homeless”, we are suddenly confused. Why is he still barefoot? Interrogated on this specific point, Mr Hillman replied:

“Those shoes are hidden. They are worth a lot of money […] I could lose my life.”

Moreover, he added that:

“I was put on YouTube, I was put on everything without permission. What do I get? […] This went around the world, and I want a piece of the pie.” (NYT 2012b)

These two speeches give us, for the first time, the opportunity to reconsider the encounter between the homeless man and DePrimo. Mr Hillman is grateful for the donation he received but at the same time he feels the gift may put his life at risk (ironically enough, he risks being beaten and dispossessed…). Moreover, although he appreciates the attention he received and
what the Officer did, he also feels that he did not gain much out of it. His identity was spoiled, without his permission, and he apparently did not like this very much (besides the photo published on Facebook, the NYDN article cited above posted pictures of him as a young man, essentially reconstructing and thus exposing his life history). If the DePrimo case is read not from the frames outlined above – where we are faced with a partial depiction of the story – but from the encounter itself – where we hear all the voices – the affective atmosphere with which we are confronted considerably changes. Implicitly, invariably, our emotional response changes also. Commentators on Facebook started to question the actions and speeches of Mr Hillman and, for the most part, they did not seem to like them. Comments on the topic read: “[S]oon after, the bum sold the boots... he claims he’s ‘hidden’ them... suuure buddy” or “I see the homeless man now wants a piece of the pie that his image is creating, what a dick...” There is more in this vein (Table 3).

Although this third space is still characterised by comments that praise DePrimo’s act and refer to religious themes, their relative importance diminish (Figure 3). The few comments “blessing” the homeless person disappear, and there is a surge in the amount of comments speaking about “homelessness” and about the “shoes/boots” DePrimo had bought. The letters, in particular, move from being glorified as the medium through which care has been delivered, to symbolising the deprived life that Mr Hillman (and street dweller’s like him) supposedly live: “The guy is still on the streets barefoot. Where are the shoes? Delivered for a bottle of Schnapps??”. As soon as a voice is given to ‘the poor’ man, the whole framings of the ‘Good cop' and the ‘Good Samaritan' risk falling into pieces. In a sense this is unavoidable, because by inserting Mr Hillman into the equation we are actually forced to encounter him, and what he says may not fit very easily with the representation originally given. In other words, it does not occur to us that Mr Hillman may use that spot as a street-based “space of sustenance” (DeVerteuil and Wilton 2009) about which he - and only he - can tell us something, because the underlying frameworks from which we read the story do not involve the poor as an active character. Commentators are unconsciously aware of this and they attack Mr Hillman in order to remove him from a narrative in which he no longer fits, from a story that they - “despite” what happened (Table 3) - still wish to like. Mr Hillman’s removal takes place through his re-characterisation. He is no longer the “dispossessed”, and “deserving” poor - but an ungrateful and “undeserving” being (Johnsen, Cloke and May, 2005a: 324). Since he does not want to wear the boots, he is seen as responsible for his plight, and therefore undeserving of Officer DePrimo’s care.
The spectacle of the poor

The analysis of the spatial elongations of DePrimo’s practice of care has given insights into the discursive and moral domains surrounding the story. However, if taken as a whole these spaces form also what I would like to call the 'spectacle of the poor': a powerful representation that reinforces the framings around 'care' and the 'poor' as revealed by the analysis. The 'spectacle of the poor' is relevant because the carer and the recipient of care are not given, but socially constructed (Green and Lawson 2011). Goffman has pictured this process very clearly:

“The normal and the stigmatised are not persons, but rather perspectives. These are generated in social situations during mixed contacts by virtue of the unrealised norms that are likely to play upon the encounter” (Goffman 1963: 164)

The productive and two-way relation that occurs between the “social” and its frames is sustained by a logic that encompasses the analysed case. Images such that of DePrimo, or videos such as those produced by the “Kony 2012” campaign, share the capacity to maintain “the distance which separates Us from Them, from their reality” (Žižek 2002: 13). The “spectacle” does not ask its viewers to engage, but only to accept the given domain on which it relies. The framework/domain can either be carefully designed, as in the “Kony 2012” case, or it can be derived from religion and popular culture and then appropriated, as the NYPD did. In any case it sets the logic of the show, where we experience the “Other” (the poor) only as “deprived of its Otherness” (Žižek 2002: 11). In this sense the spectacle of the poor does not serve to confront the poor but precisely to avoid the phenomena of poverty.

The spectacle is successful because it works as a powerful *desiring-machine*. This is a concept derived from Deleuze and Guattari that, in its most basic terms, could be understood as a set of elements (discursive or not) that, once connected to each other, are productive of engagement with the self at the emotional, physical, and psychological level. The spectacle
is a desiring-machine because it connects things, it makes us feel good (and wish to be good), and it contributes in producing “what we take to be reality” (Holland 2010: 68; Deleuze and Guattari 2009). At its most basic level the spectacle elicits the masses in the affective atmosphere it creates, similar to a collective experience that keeps everybody alive for a few seconds. Assembling with the machine we became part of it, of its discursive mantra and material form, and we contribute to its stabilisation: the machine territorialises and becomes stable, acceptable, not-questionable. The more the spectacle grows, the more we feel the desire to be part of it, because we perceive it as an event worth joining (see Table 3, last row). However, if an 'event' can be defined as “a rare surprise that breaks with how the background is organized” (Anderson and Harrison 2010: 21), DePrimo’s act and the attention that it attracted cannot be considered an 'event'. Instead they fit precisely into the background of how Westerns canonically approach care for 'the homeless' - as someone in need who depends on someone else caring for her/him (Gowan 2010; Lancione 2014). The spectacle thus disguises a non-event as a seductive powerful narrative, and this is why the desiring-machine is powerfully able to entangles the self within its logic. Its a machine that does not ask to question its premise, but only to accept its comfortable tale. The real event arose when Mr Hillman walked into the scene, speaking for the first time, still wearing no shoes. In that moment the desiring-machine cracked, allowing one to see behind the scenes, to being captured in the event of the poor, and forced to face the heterogeneous experience of homelessness rather than its simulacra (Desjarlais 1997; Robinson 2011). This line-of-flight however, soon becomes re-territorialised. The machine restored its balance by banishing Mr Hillman from the story: the show must go on - “despite” Mr Hillman’s behaviour.

The 'spectacle of the poor' speaks, moreover, to the concerns related to the “visibility/invisibility” of poverty. Exposing a specific practice of care to a broader audience, the spectacle illuminates its characters: a 'good cop' and either a deserving or undeserving homeless man. If the latter is true, the spectacle reproduces a canonical take on the poor’s “productivity, dangerousness and personal culpability” (Takahashi 1996: 292), which stigmatises them and contributes to widen the distance between “us” and “them” of which Žižek is talking about. If not, 'the poor' is seen sympathetically, as an unfortunate being, or just ignored. In this sense the dynamics underlying the spectacle of the poor shows us that the visibility/invisibility of 'the poor' is not necessarily relevant taken per-se. What is relevant is how 'the poor' are rendered as such, and if their visibility/invisibility status is able to challenge the dominant frames. The literature provides examples in which a positive
affirmation of visibility is possible - for instance in the Food not Bombs initiative in the US, where homeless people choose to expose their condition in order to reclaim their right to the city (Heynen 2010). The analysed case, however, shows exactly the opposite. Here visibility goes bad not only because people do not want “unsolicited reminders of the problems endured by others” (Johnsen, Cloke and May 2005b: 332), but also because that visibility is achieved through expropriation, violent media reverberation, and a pitiful language that knows nothing of how Mr Hillman is, what he thinks or desires (Lancione 2013b).

Concluding remarks

This paper has shown how a simple act of care can be elongated beyond itself, creating wider relational spaces that, if considered altogether, form a critical spectacularisation of poverty (and of care itself). In the analysed case the NYPD has appropriated DePrimo’s story as much as Jesus did with the Samaritan. They both became a parable: a discursive and moral allegory carrying an affective dimension, which also defines its (bio)political power (Anderson 2012). That is a power working mostly at the unconscious level, which does not need careful designing in order to take place. However, it does work and it does take place, establishing a spectacle that distracts from the real issue at stake, urban poverty itself. The cultural danger in this passage is clear: we think we know what helping a homeless person means not through any encounter with them, but through the representation of this specific meeting, which in the end only causes further stigmatisation.

The case analysed in the paper differs from traditional studies of 'care' under many perspectives. Canonical political economy approaches have shown how allegedly policies of 'caring for' are used to control and annihilating the space of survival for 'the poor' in the city (Amster, 2008; Mitchell, 1997; Smith, 1998); feminist scholarship has unfolded the subtle dynamics of care and the uneven gender balance they produce (England and Lawson, 2005; Gilligan, 1982; Dick et al 2005; Lawson, 2007); and more recent 'performative' approaches have cast a new, and less apocalyptic light, upon the nuanced spaces where caring for' the poor' take place (Cloke, May and Johnsen, 2010; Darling, 2011; DeVerteuil, 2012). However, these contributions have mainly sought to understand care within its internal boundaries, through the study of its 'inner' spaces, where 'giver' and 'receiver' meet. To a certain extend, as I have argued, this is true also for those works that have engaged with complex and stretch out networks of care (Silk, 2005): the focus is mainly between the parts and their functional role, not upon the wider and extended 'ecologies of intelligence' (Thrift, 2005:469) within
which care is constituted in its multiple facets. The case analysed in the paper has added a layer of complexity to the aforementioned works showing the 'elongations' of care beyond itself. What spaces of engagement/disengagement does care produce once its massively broadcast to distant others? What are the emotional basis that grant reaction to apparently insignificant gestures of benevolence, and what is their rationale? More importantly: what form of power is at play in the exposure of care through the media, and in particularly the web? What politics is at stake?

The paper offers some provisional answers to these questions. Analysing the hundreds of thousands of interventions in DePrimo's case, I have argued that the elongation of care takes place in particular spaces, where care is captured, viralised, and revealed. These spaces, if taken altogether, can be understood as a peculiar kind of spectacle around poverty and care. The political relevance of this spectacle consists in its power of reproducing the framing upon which it is based, thus constituting a subtle desiring machine hard to escape. The question then is no longer showing how the machine works - which has been done - but finding a way to fight it, reducing the possibility of it assembling again in the same way (Patton 2000). The spectacle-as-desiring-machine is made up of heterogeneous matters that, if disentangled and plugged in different ways, could change the spectacle itself. These things operate from the molar to the molecular (Deleuze and Guattari 1987). They comprise Facebook and other media, which should be deemed responsible for the powerful space they provide and occupy. There is the NYPD, and other similar institutions, which should be more careful in their usage of social media as marketing tools. However, waiting for a change from the molar level is at best myopic. The molecular, the level of the 'click' on the 'like' button is, then, the political context to be explored. This is the field where a phronetic form of ethics is possible, a molecular moral practice that emerges from knowing what is at stake in the particular contexts of action:

“The person possessing practical wisdom (phronimos) has knowledge of how to behave in each particular circumstance that can never be equated with or reduced to knowledge of general truths. Phronesis is a sense of the ethically practical rather than a kind of science” (Flyvbjerg 2001: 57)

Each of the investigated spaces can help us reflect on the contextually based consequences of dealing with the couplet 'care - poor' on the street, in translating it into static representations, or in joining the crowd commenting on its exposure. New and relevant research questions arise from taking a phronetic approach to the analysed spaces: why do we photograph care
and poverty? What is the meaning of showing “the poor” without actually encountering them? What is at stake in appropriating and posting, celebrating and condemning? How do the agency of contemporary social networks intervene in our understanding of 'caring for the poor'? How could we practically enact the proposed ethical praxis, or what else could be imagined to challenge the power of the spectacle of the poor? Mobile phones, comments, Facebook, etc. are all mediators in a social field we have the power to translate in a sense or another. These - largely taken-for-granted - things need urgently to be taken into account by scholars and practitioners interested in building a non-vertical, liberating, and attentive understanding of caring for 'the poor'.
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Notes

i Retrieved on December 2012 at https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/274603852836245505

ii Moreover, supporters advocated for Officer DePrimo as “Time” person of the year and an ad-hoc Facebook fan page was created for this purpose.

iii Although comments in the third period are considerably less than in the other two, they still contribute actively to characterise the overall discussion and are a fundamental source of information to understand what happen after the NYT’s article on Mr Hillman.

iv The Samaritan is “foreigner” since the Jews, at the time of the Parable, were forceful enemies of the Samaritans.


vii The distinction between these levels is obviously purely analytical and it serves the purpose of introducing an 'heavy' concept (the 'desiring machine') in the most accessible way.
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